SPACE WHERE
PROGRESS IS MADE

WHERE PROGRESS IS MADE
At Switzerland Innovation Park Basel Area, progress does not come
by coincidence. Progress is the core objective, it is created, made possible
by a unique ecosystem of entrepreneurially thinking scientists, a highly
qualified work force, universities, know-how and visions. Park Basel Area
builds bridges between research organizations and economic partners
and fosters an inspiring community atmosphere among residents.

SPACE FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Infrastructure: By offering turnkey labs and offices, conference facilities
and ample coworking and communal space, Park Basel Area creates the ideal
environment for ideas to grow and flourish.

SPACE FOR INNOVATION

Service portfolio: Thanks to the target-oriented scope of services, support
and coaching, residents at Park Basel Area can focus on what is key for them:
perfecting their ideas until they are ready to market.

SPACE FOR ADVANCEMENT

Ecosystem: As a globally leading life sciences cluster, the Greater Basel Area
is the perfect breeding ground for revolutionary developments. Park Basel Area
gives its residents every opportunity to access the various resources of this
dynamic hotspot.

FOCUS AREAS
PRECISION MEDICINE

Customized healthcare, taking advantage of digitalization in combination
with health-oriented life sciences and biomedical engineering.

HEALTH-ORIENTED LIFE SCIENCES

Life sciences innovations with a major focus on therapeutics and diagnostics.

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

The interface between medicine and natural sciences with the objective
to improve medical technologies.

BASELAUNCH
This 15-month accelerator program is specifically tailored to the needs
of healthcare start-ups. It provides handpicked ventures with access to nondilutive funding, industry access, expert knowledge and state-of-the-art
infrastructure, and connects them to one of the most dynamic biotech and
pharma ecosystems in Europe. Entrepreneurs with breakthrough innovations
in therapeutics or game-changing ideas and projects in diagnostics, medtech
and related fields can apply. Applicants accepted for the final phase will receive
a grant of up to 250,000 CHF, along with office and laboratory space at
the Switzerland Innovation Park Basel Area. The program is backed by five
industry leaders – Johnson & Johnson Innovation, Novartis Venture Fund,
Pfizer, Roche and Roivant Sciences – as well as by other public and private
partners.

JUMP-START YOUR BUSINESS
You have a disruptive and courageous business idea within precision medicine,
health-oriented life sciences or biomedical engineering.
We have the ecosystem for your project to come to life, pick up momentum
and truly make a difference.

BASEL – THE PLACE TO BE

Park Basel Area is located at the heart of Europe´s leading life sciences cluster.
The Greater Basel Area prospers thanks to a unique combination of top-grade
universities and research organizations, start-ups, highly innovative SMEs and
headquarters of leading global players.
Yet Basel is more than a great place to work: located in the tri-country area
where Switzerland borders France and Germany, the vibrant city with its
international ambience is perfectly suited to welcome talents from all over
the world.

LET YOUR IDEA FLOURISH

The Park Basel Area facilities currently include 6,000 square meters of
private and shared innovation space including turn-key labs, offering
the ideal environment for engineers, scientists, research groups or spin-offs.
Take the driver´s seat now and contact us to join our exceptional, dynamic,
and innovative ecosystem.

Switzerland Innovation Park Basel Area AG
Gewerbestrasse 24, 4123 Allschwil, Switzerland
+41 61 577 23 16
baselarea@switzerland-innovation.com
switzerland-innovation.com/baselarea

